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Technical Field The present disclosure relates to a decoder for decoding an enhanced
header of a packet, and more particularly to an apparatus for decoding an enhanced header
of a packet used in a transmission system using an enhanced header. 2. Description of the
Related Art Recently, there has been provided a transmission system using an enhanced
header for a high-speed transmission of large-capacity digital data. The enhanced header is
used in a transmission system such as IEEE 802.11a/g. IEEE 802.11a/g has an advantage
that a transmission speed of the high-speed transmission system (e.g., 40 Mbps in IEEE
802.11a, 100 Mbps in IEEE 802.11g) is about one and a half or about twice that of the
conventional IEEE 802.11b (e.g., 11 Mbps) that does not use the enhanced header.



Referring to FIG. 1, the IEEE 802.11a/g employs the enhanced header including an
additional field, such as a 4-bit CFI (M/GI/I/CI), a 4-bit DSSS (SS: signal type and FH: frame
header), and a 20-bit OFDM symbol (the 20-bit OFDM symbol is a symbol for a guard time, a
total guard time, a preamble, and symbols for the two sub-carriers). In the IEEE 802.11a/g,
the CFI (Cyclic-prefix Coded Information), the DSSS, and the OFDM symbol, are used as
information bits (I-bits). The remaining 8 bits (S-bits 04aeff104c
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